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ABC Wednesday 6/9/2004

CHRIS McKAY & THE CRITICAL DARLINGS (Georgia Theatre)
Drawing equally on '80s power-pop and earlier stuff like the Kinks, frontman Chris McKay has a sharp lyrical turn for every melodic offering of his two bandmates. (Chris Hassiotis)

Flagpole Magazine
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ABC Pick #1 
"Bands Without Fans"
Saturday, June 5, Tasty World 

"It's sort of a self-effacing thing, a joke," says Jarred Forrester, bassist for the local rock act Umpteen. "But also," he adds moments later, "kind of not really." Forrester's talking about the decision to name tonight's showcase "Bands Without Fans." Forrester says it was his idea to get a bunch of newer bands together in an effort to "cross-pollinate" 
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Chris McKay & The Critical Darlings (photo by Amanda Stahl) 
their fanbases. The idea is that these new and still-developing local acts can survive opening slots "or playing on Monday or Tuesday nights," but none has the drawing act to secure a weekend night at a local club. 
"That's where Murphy [Wolford, of Tasty World] came in," says Forrester. "I've gotten to know him really well and I suggested that if we got five bands together we could get a good crowd out. He agreed and said he liked the idea, so we took it from there." The evening kicks off at 9 p.m. with Chris McKay & the Critical Darlings. McKay, a frequent contributor of both photos and words to Flagpole, performs guitar and vocal duties, finds backing with drummer Tom Bavis (Twain) and bassist Frank Defreese (ex-Star Zero). The band's power pop bridges the decade between The Cars or Cheap Trick and The Nines. Umpteen performs melodic rock that's reminiscent of the Sundays - Forrester describes the effect of Carolina Monroe's vocals as being "like Blondie, but without the disco-era Blondie." Momsex is a bunch of guys from Tifton who bring an indie rock attitude to the mainstream, like a young Weezer, but with more riffage. The Bearfoot Hookers play good-natured country songs, and Drunk & Furious play raunchy country songs that are anything but good-natured. "We're all new enough to be considered new bands," says Forrester, "and everyone has different fans and friends. We're trying to bring it all together." [Chris Hassiotis] 
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REAL ROCK REVIEWS 

92004 --SOOTL
Chris McKay
The Towel Cape Album **1/2
Self-Released

This collection of very straightforward, sometimes acoustic, sometimes electric pop-rock is a stab at the mainstream rock and ballad genre, and it succeeds at moments but is ultimately hamstrung by somewhat hesitant vocals, mechanical-sounding drums, and an overall lack of professional tightness, which this sort of highly commercial rock desperately needs. This is not written to discourage McKay, but rather to encourage him to strive for the kind of power and polish that this material needs in order to reach the ears of the mainstream rock consumers the album is aimed at. It ’s real enough songwriting, but when you ’re mining the normal, you’ve got to find an angle. Big vocals, slick drums, and loud keyboards: that ’s what ’s needed here. Keep going, Chris.

www.chrismckay.net
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